
F a l s e  b o t t o m s
No rope ever hit the ground bottoms instead
since we try to reach it out it’s always wrong again
but could you hold my legs while I’m trying to touch the ground
I am still standing in the way I would say
What if we’re still deep, oh come on?
I’m still staring in the air, might I stare
We won’t reach the atmosphere in this way
Could you hold my legs while I’m trying to touch the sky?
something is finally in the air I would say
What if they’re still deep, oh come on?
White spots become orange while they’re drifting from down left to the upside out of frame and 
out of time no one knows where they go…
oh trickle down trickle down on me

a l g a e
Do you remember all my names?
How could you find me at this place?
since we are lost inside this haze
We must forget about our faces and our names
If you are glad please touch my face
How can you listen in this space?
breathe in deep the same mistakes
We’re getting lost inside this haze, 
we’re getting lost inside this…

C a v e r N s
the water is warm and calm and even right for a sweet plunge
Inside the ocean is so much space so even enough for us
let us loose the ground and drift away until we’re barely detected
so let it flow, let it go and you will feel just what I mean
Nothing left to say while I am drifting away with you
Nothing left to fear
the water is warm and calm and even right for a sweet plunge
Inside the oceans is so much silence even enough for us
let us touch the sand and drift away until we’re finally detected
so let it flow just let it go and leave the sandy grounds for now
Nothing left to say while I am drifting away with you
Would you come with me if I would tell you there’s a green, 
green carpet carrying the ones who got lost? Would you drift away with me?
Cells become bloated
bloated become cells
Nothing left to fear

C a N C e l  t H I s  F l I g H t
You are forgiven please cancel this flight
the heights you will travel are finally outside
the signal got lost somewhere above 
the altitude can’t be received anymore
and the black-box is locked. the witness is shocked 
he can’t tell a word so please cancel this flight
and you are forgiven
the signal got lost, the air seem to crack no a life must not break
and I cannot stand here all alone in my heat 
please cancel this flight, please cancel this flight

t H e  g a p
of course it hurts to force oneself to keep the view straight ahead 
so close the gap and near the edge we’re obviously curious
but sometimes it presents itself to dare look inside and through 
but what we’ll find is neither new nor beautiful
oh how frightened to the eye that’s touched by light and is still surprised as its retina is dyed for life
oh surrounded by such shades in an endless place in which we’re thrown out by our own or someone else
Nice shoes nice dress a glass of chardonnay and nothing less
I keep some answers you’ve asked for but I’m amused to let you guess
If you would suspect the calm that rises up from down to low
You see some threads inside your life the world forms cracks and dispenses sense  
and feels so wrong and incomplete, it feels so wrong
make it devastating keep nothing left for me
erase them if you can you wouldn’t change, you wouldn’t change it
easy not to see, easy not to hear, easy not to see and easy not to feel
Nice shoes nice guests a glass of chardonnay straight in my hand
and I forget about such scenes that made me so demented
If you would suspect the calm that rises up from down to low
You see some threads inside your life the world forms cracks and dispenses sense 
and feels so wrong and incomplete, feels so wrong
make it devastating keep nothing left for me

s e l e s t a t
If this should last a lifetime I don’t know how to survive
at first it seemed much easier but now it’s difficult instead
and every step I do you entreat me to forgive
You came out there to find me where the good ones hesitate
and now I’m leery and you’re afraid of anything that changes somehow
Not two seconds until you try to call me back with the same smile
Not an answer but you smile and make me loosing… 
You made me into a shadow and apparition of myself
Your promises are clear to me but they don’t make any sense
and every step I do I am afraid to loose my way
Could you come out and catch me where the good ones hesitate?
Now I know you’re not important, not important anymore for me
Not two seconds until you try to call me back with the same smile
Not an answer but you smile and spit some glass inside my spine
Come back safe me I need to feel there’s something left  
inside of myself I have found a place to rest. 
Forgive me I have lost your favourite toy down in the mud
a little touch a little cut and this room is flooded with my life.
photos faded by some years will lead us out of here 
photographs are innocent they face where we have been
they doesn’t show it anymore

t H e  r e D  l o D g e
the gates are open wide but still the access stays denied
a negative with some more light would show if we are still in sight
as fairy the lights as harmless she’ll consume our souls
For how long we’ll wait? For how long we’ll wait and sit and rest and hesitate?
and as I fall asleep you whisper to me that I’m all…
they’re sharpening their knives they’re stretching time and putting off the day
some scarlet lines are turning up and blurring the trace outside
some traps are built to needle some to persuade 
For how long we’ll wait? For how long we’ll wait and sit and sleep and hesitate?
and as I fall asleep you whisper to me I’m all…
please leave the lights on as soon you’re gone

F r e N C H  N a I l s
the quake of a touch and the sound of a whisper wake me up
I am alone now but I know there’d been a voice straight in my head
I know these ghosts are only mine but still they’re haunting me
I know these ghosts are just my friends but I am frightened nevertheless
oh my heart seems quiet my arms are numb I cannot see you but I hope you would 
be here if I am falling in somehow
all my life I tried to manage chance but it’s not that easy
and all night long I’m pleasing you to catch me and I’ll wait right here believe me
remember that much and make sure you won’t miss me, finally she said
Her voice is delayed everywhere I’m sure she’s only in my head
I know these ghosts are only mine but still they’re haunting me at all
I know these ghosts are just my friends but I am frightened nevertheless
oh my heart seems quiet my arms are numb I cannot see you but I hope you would 
be here if I’m falling in right now
all my life I tried to manage chance but it’s not that easy
and all night long you’re coming out to catch me and I’ll wait right here, believe me

e Y e l I D s
We’re out of sight now but still we are driving on and on into ablepsia 
into some kind of silence into the light which is attracting us for so many years
and I watch your eyelids and I can see your make-up got blurred by the heat  
and you’re sleeping being at the wheel but we’re driving on
and in my pocket I would find a list of names I did forget
someday I’ll stumble and I’ll fall and they’ll be back, they will come back
We’re out of sight now but still we are driving on and on straight into the void 
into some kind of silence some kind of delight
and if anywhere lies comfort surely right here, I guess it lies here
and I watch your eyelids and I can see your make-up got blurred by the heat  
and you are sleeping, but we’re driving on
and in my pocket I would find a list of names I did forget
someday I’ll stumble and I’ll fall and they’ll be back, they will be back
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